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At every visit to airport you must have noticed big aircrafts working and flying but have you ever
thought what type of mechanics present behind it? Engine the biggest factor assist to run the aircraft
which also known as Aircraft turbine engine. There is n number of classification available in type of
compressor and power utilization develops by the engine.  

The following are kinds of Compressor that usually use in the turbine engine:

â€¢Centrifugal flow

â€¢axial flow

â€¢Centrifugal-Axial flow.   

Now letâ€™s have deep review on Power utilization produced:

â€¢Turbojet engines: A turbojet engine comprises of basically four components like compressor,
combustion chamber, turbine section and exhaust.  Such types of engines are limited and are
mostly employed in military aviation services.

â€¢Turboprop engines: A turboprop engine works on a propeller by a gearing system that permits to
attain the best performance but on very slower acceleration than the ordinary engine. Because of
their slow airspeeds and high fuel efficiency mostly utilize in small scale and farming applications.

â€¢Turbofan engines: Turbofan jet engines are made to combine the features of both turbojet and
turboprop.  Here extra force is produced by diverting a secondary airflow across the combustion
chamber. Mechanism cover with initiating two different streams of air passages, one via the engine
core and other bypasses the core. 

â€¢Turbo shaft engines: The last kind of aircraft turbine engine is named as the turbo shaft.  Here
mechanism starts with expansion of gases which helps to drive the shaft and produce energy. Here
gearing system works well rather than producing jet thrust.  These days, turbo shaft engines are
usually utilized by helicopters in military. 

The M250 Series turbo shaft engines comprises of two-shaft standard design sporting range of four
to six-stage axial and compressors with a two-level turbine or two-level HP turbine. It is the highest
quality product that stays in the manufacture-standard power stations. Output advancement plans
for the Model 250 leads to surprising changes in engine performance.

Friends!! You must have heard about the Dakota aircraft parts, an international platform which is
offering the aerospace logistic support to their client at their level best. Dakota is considered as one
of the leading aircraft providers world-wide. Whether you want to purchase or sale an aircraft spares
their team proposes their committed services and perfect consultation guidance to the customers.
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